
Academic Source Summary/ position 

Dsouza, “A Philosophically Enriched Exegesis of 
Criminal Accessorial Liability” (2019) 8 UCLJLJ 1 

- attribution responsibility is separate from 
accountability responsibility — although it may 
be sensible to consider the latter once the former 
has been established, neither can compensate for 
the absence of the other;  
- the requirements for attribution responsibility 

for secondary parties are broadly similar to 
those applicable to direct perpetrators, save for 
the requirement for strict causal connection. 

- secondary parties are usually required to have 
provided some influence to establish 
attribution responsibility — an agent exerts 
such influence when they are a sufficient, 
necessary or concurrent cause of X/ when they 
influence the chances of X. 

- accountability responsibility, re: criminal 
blame for occurrence of X. 
- theory premised on D’s choice -- relies on 

the defendant’s advertence to connect her 
wrongdoing to her as moral agent (Moore) 

- theory premised on D's character -- draws 
inferences about D’s character from her 
wrongdoing, and uses her character as a 
basis to blame the defendant as moral agent.
(Bayles)  

- D’s culpability depends on her attitude 
towards the criminal law’s advance 
normative guidance in the circumstances 
known to D, re: choice-based analysis — 
if D actively chooses to ignore the law's 
guidance, D criminally accountable; 
(Dsouza) 

- D’s commitment to bringing about X as an 
accessory lies on a spectrum but the law does not 
reflect this state of affairs in terms 

- of liability ascription;  
- philosophically enriched model of accessorial 

liability: 
- first step -- identification of persons to 

whom X can be attributed; 
- second step -- whether + to what extent D is 

accountable for X; 
- ‘in principle’ culpability  -- if D makes it 

her project to aid, abet, counsel or 
procure P to commit X.  

- extent of culpability -- suggests D more 
culpable if she intended to bring X about 
than if she knowingly brought X about 
=> reduced convictions should be 
available for the latter, e.g. shopkeepers / 
the person who babysits while another 
burgles a house vs. person who hires 
hitman. 
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* contd. - concern about this model (LC) — the forensic 
advantage of secondary liability, i.e. the option to 
convict D of an offence in cases where cannot be 
proved whether D was P or S despite proof that D 
was involved in commission of offence;  
- BUT need not treat all accessories and principals 

alike by default in order to maintain the forensic 
advantage.  

- concludes: 

-  it be clarified that persons who had no 
influence on the occurrence perpetrated by the 
principal cannot be accessories irrespective of 
their personal levels of culpability, since the 
occurrence cannot be attributed to them; and  

- there is good (albeit not conclusive) reason to 
reform the doctrinal law of accessorial liability 
such that accessories are convicted of 
variegated offences depending on their 
personal commitment to bringing about the 
occurrence.  

=> law would be clear, principled and fair in 
terms of ascribing criminal responsibility. 
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Simester, “Accessory liability and common unlawful 
purposes” (2017) 133 LQR 73 

- abolition of joint enterprise liability left 
important gaps in the criminal law;  
- previous authority on accessorial liability does 

not support the conclusion that S must directly 
aid or abet every crime of which S is 
convicted, as per Jogee, re: demise of extended 
liability for ancillary crimes;  
- upon the passing of the Act, the doctrine 

was modified, not abolished;  
- decision in Jogee appears straightforward — 

courts asserts that essence of accessorial 
liability is intentional assistance or 
encouragement but the court mishandled 
intention; 

- the Woolin intention standard will led to 
undesirable results, e.g. illegal gun seller (S1) 
who sells P gun knowing P may kill V cannot 
be convicted under doctrines of assistance 
because he only sells gun recklessly vs. same 
set of facts but S2 is legal bat seller.  
- neither S is sure P will kill V => cannot be 

convicted under Act  
- if you share Simester’s intuition that S1 

should be convicted of murder but not S2, 
then Simester thought that Joint Enterprise 
Liability used to give us a way to reach that 
conclusion. Under that rule, we could have 
treated the criminality of the sale of the gun 
as Crime A. S1 assisted P in this crime, with 
foresight that Crime B (the murder) might 
be committed, and so S1 would be an 
accessory to Crime B. On the other hand, 
since the baseball bat sale is not illegal, S2 
would not be party to any Crime A (of 
selling the bat) and so could not be 
convicted as an accessory to Crime B. The 
abolition of Joint Enterprise Liability leaves 
this gap. 

- concludes that having 2 channels of complicity 
(aiding/abetting + common purpose) would 
afford the law greater flexibility and moral 
sensitivity when determining whether S is a 
participant is P’s crime.
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*contd. - BUT both S1 and S2 ought to be convicted. 
They both know that the thing they sell is 
being bought to be used, if at all, for a 
murderous act. Yet they sell it. They are 
both as culpable in respect of the murder.  
- mens rea, we need 3 things: Did S intend 

to do what she did? Did S intend thereby 
to assist or encourage P’s conduct? And 
did S know that by performing that 
conduct P would commit an offence?  

- both intended, by what they did, to assist 
the conduct that P went on to perform – 
they intended to make it possible for (i.e. 
to assist) P to use the thing they sold in a 
murderous assault. It didn’t matter that 
they didn’t care whether V lived or died 
– their motives are not relevant to their 
intention. Think back to your tests for 
direct intention. S1 and S2 wanted 
money, and thought that the necessary 
means to get that money was to do 
something that assisted P in performing 
the murderous assault. Hence they 
intended by doing what they did (selling 
the implement) to assist P in performing 
the murderous assault (which is the 
conduct element of P’s eventual crime). 
There’s no need to talk about conditional 
intent here at all. Finally, both knew that 
by performing that conduct, P would 
commit murder. 

- Simester’s error was to state that we 
could only convict S1 and S2 if they 
intended by selling the gun to assist P’s 
killing of V. This is because he later 
treats ‘the killing of V’ as equivalent to 
‘the offence of murder’, rather than ‘the 
conduct involved in the offence of 
murder’ which is what the law actually 
is. You need intention as to P’s conduct, 
and only knowledge as to P’s overall 
crime. And conditional intention is just a 
complete red herring here. 

- not certain that even if Simester was 
right on his claims up to this point, Joint 
Enterprise Liability would lead to a 
conviction for S1 for P’s murder of V. 
Even if the gun sale was Crime A and the 
murder was Crime B, under the Joint 
Enterprise Liability rule, Crime B needed 
to have been committed as an incident 
of Crime A. This usually happens when 
Crime B is performed during the 
performance of Crime A and for the 
purposes of helping out Crime A. That’s 
just not the case here at all.
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Reform 

Innocent agency 

(Dsouza) — the doctrine of innocent agency applies to create a deeming legal fiction based on which the 
‘implement's separate moral agency is ignored, and the manipulator is treated as principal.  

- has been argued that some conduct crimes cannot be perpetrated through innocent agency, e.g. rape, 
bigamy, etc, because of the linguistic oddity of thinking of them as proxyable. 
- BUT this does not actually justify why the doctrine cannot apply per se — it’s a legal fiction which 

sometimes requires a big leap of imagination in interpretation; 
- underlying policy of doctrine must be given effect — the ‘evil' of being subjected to non-

consensual sexual intercourse, as opposed to the evil of personally engaging in non-consensual 
intercourse, re: evil that criminal law seeks to prevent vs. culpability of individual agent;  

- if ‘evil' analysis is correct => doctrine of innocent agency must be given full effect + doctrine not 
based on fantasy, but very real underlying truth that the manipulator is truly responsible for the 
actions of the manipulated; 
- would avoid convicting people for procuring the commission of non-crimes; 

=> doctrine of innocent agency should apply to all offences;  

Accessorial liability 

Wilson — creation of offences that reflect different degrees of causal influence  

extraordinary that the common law makes no formal distinction between a person who 
successfully incites another person to kill her husband & an ordinary retailer who knowingly 
supplies the murder weapon => distinction between causal and non-causal participation in crime 
(latter could be punished on inchoate basis, re: no need to prove causal link) 

Law Commission — the four words related to the AR of accessorial liability could be reduced to 
‘assisting or encouraging’ due to overlap between ‘aiding’, ‘abetting’, ‘counselling’, and ‘procuring’
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Theoretical basis for accessorial liability

Derivative theory Causation theory Inchoate model 

- S derives liability from the 
offence committed by P, re: where 
P does not commit an offence => 
no liability for S; 

- rationale — S has associated 
themselves with P’s offence by 
identifying with P’s efforts in this 
sense (Robinson), re: S has 
authorised P to commit an offence 
on behalf of both of them 
(Wilson);  
- where S has encouraged or 

assisted P to commit an 
offence, S forfeits their right to 
be held responsible for their 
own actions only (Dressler), 
re:by urging or helping P, S 
assumes responsibility for P’s 
acts; 

- S expresses solidarity with P’s 
actions, which justifies S’s 
punishment (Hornle); 

- FOR — practical advantages, i.e. 
S convicted of the same offence as 
P + immaterial who actually did 
the ‘deed’ + no liability; 

- AGAINST: 
- justifications vague — unclear 

as to what association / 
solidarity amounts to; 

- contrary to principle that one is 
not responsible for the acts of 
another, re: ignores autonomy 
(Baker) 

- no differentiation between 
accessories (degree of 
influence), e.g. S babysits for P 
while P commits burglary / 
businessman hires hitman to 
burgle rival; 

- cases where P departs from 
plan — unclear direction to the 
jury as to where line should be 
drawn, re: when did S cease to 
authorise P’s conduct? 

- fair-labelling concerns, e.g. 
murder where MR is lower for 
P than for S (Powell) 
- BUT Lord Steyn has argued 

that the general deterrence 
value of the law justifies its 
harshness;  
- this is a questionable 

justification — unjust 
law vs. social policy 
gains; 

- S partly caused harm to V, re: S 
is punished for their own 
causal impact on V (Gardner); 
- being responsible for one’s 

actions as acknowledging 
the fact that they can 
contribute to another’s 
actions;  

- AGAINST: 
- against basic causation 

principles, re: Kennedy; 
- demolishes line between S 

and P — objectionable 
morally and legally (e.g. 
collectors of child porn / 
individuals who actively 
abuse children, per Hornle) 

- FOR: 
- Kennedy is wrong as a 

matter of law — unduly 
narrow; 

- difference between moral 
and legal causation — S 
responsible due to moral 
cause; 
- does not demolish line 

between S and P because, 
while they both caused 
harm, their wrongs are 
different — they both 
change the world/ have 
an influence even if S 
makes said difference 
through P (Gardner), re: 
both child porn collector 
and creator caused harm 
to children despite doing 
different wrongs.  

- accessorial liability as inchoate 
offence, re: S’s liability is 
independent of P’s liability;  

- FOR 
- practical advantages — 

prosecution available as 
soon as assistance provided, 
re: no need to wait for 
commission of P’s offence;  

- not contrary to any major 
criminal law principles — 
inchoate offences generally 
accepted;  

- AGAINST: 
- too far — to include liability 

for those who offered 
assistance but no crime was 
ultimately committed = 
overextension of criminal 
law; 

- unfair distinctions between 
S and P; 

- ‘floodgates’ of vagueness — 
where would the line be 
drawn? e.g. saying ‘oh 
goody’/ giving pat on back; 

- fails to acknowledge the 
harm caused by S’s 
assistance to V (supporters 
of causation theory);
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Joint enterprise liability 

ADVANTAGES  

- deterrence value of law  

see third point below  

- some cases do not readily fit within the 
accessorial liability framework  

see Simester supra  

- joint criminal enterprises are dynamic and 
often escalate  

there should be special criminal liability 
aimed at deterring the initial participation 
in a group crime, especially because of 
evidential difficulties in finding that 
secondary participants in the group 
violence did form the intention to assist or 
encourage the direct perpetrator’s actions. 
So, when many people sign up to Crime A, 
the commission of Crime A it is more likely 
to escalate into Crime B, and it might be 
tough, in a fluid and fast moving set of 
facts, to prove that the non-direct 
perpetrator members of the group intended 
to assist or encourage the direct perpetrator 
to commit Crime B, even if they actually 
did; 

BUT arguable deterrence value + potential 
for injustice, esp. when crime B is murder 
(mandatory life sentence + harsh label)

DISADVANTAGES  

- over criminalisation — potential for individuals 
to be convicted of grave offences on the basis of a 
highly peripheral involvement therein.  
- murder esp. problematic due to mandatory life 

sentence  
- there should be a higher threshold for 

culpability  
- men from BAME groups disproportionately 

affected — convictions on the basis of presumed 
gang-related violence;  

- gives rise to a kind of criminal justice ‘drag-
net’ — sweeps up large numbers of young people 
into criminal prosecutions on the basis of their 
social networks and associations as opposed to 
any prima facie involvement in criminal activity; 

- lengthy trials and excessively complicated of 
jury directions — juries may reach verdicts on a 
poor understanding of the issues at stake due to 
overly detailed alternative approaches to 
determining each D’s liability. 
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Mens rea for accessorial liability 

intention  

- S intended to encourage/ assist the commission of the offence + intended that P would go on to commit 
the offence;  

- as S is somewhat remote from the actual harm that occurs, only where there is serious MR is 
criminalisation justified => appeal to those concerned about over-criminalisation, e.g. shopkeepers who 
foresees a risk event hough they earnestly hope their product will not be used for criminal purposes.  

recklessness 

- so long as S foresaw that P might commit a crime with their assistance/ encouragement, S is liable. 
- suffices to foresee risk to associate oneself with the commission of an offence; 
- incentive to notify authorities of prospective commission of offence or at least not contribute to it. 

- BUT too onerous for those offering services to the general public to be expected to interrupt their 
business every time they suspect a customer might go on to commit an offence. 

matching P’s MR 

- per Mueller, S’s MR should match P's MR, re: should not have lesser MR than P; 
- proof that S is just as mentally blameworthy as P; 

- BUT AR is different — will often not make sense to match MR of S to that of P in practice; 
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Case Facts Held 

R v Michael (1840) 9 C and P 
356 

D hoped to kill her illegitimate 
child and provided the child’s 
foster mother with a bottle of 
poison, telling her the bottle was 
filled with medicine. However, 
the foster mother decided not to 
administer the medicine and left it 
on her mantlepiece. The foster 
mother’s five-year-old child then 
grabbed the bottle off of the 
mantle piece and gave it to the 
child, who later died.

D convicted of the murder of the 
child — the five-year-old child 
was an innocent agent for the 
purposes of the criminal law. 

R v Cogan & Leak [1976] QB 21 C and L came home drunk and L 
told C that his wife wanted to 
have sex with him. L told C that if 
she resisted, it would be because 
she enjoyed it. 

C did not have the MR for a 
offence of rape (marital rape not 
yet criminalised, defence of 
consent) => acquitted; 

the Court wanted to convict L on 
the basis of the innocent agency 
principle but the prosecution did 
not frame the case in these terms; 
instead, the Court found that L 
was an accessory to the AR of an 
offence even if said offence was 
not prima facie committed; 

R v Giannetto [1997] 1 Cr App 
R 1

it was unclear whether D had 
killed V himself or had hired a 
hitman to do so. However, it was 
established beyond reasonable 
doubt that D had been involved in 
plotting V’s killing. 

sufficient that prosecution alleged 
he either killed V or was an 
accessory to her death since D is 
charged and prosecuted in the 
same way, and liable for the same 
penalty regardless of whether he 
was the principal offender or a 
secondary party to the offence. 
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R v Bryce [2004] EWCA Crim 
123

B was part of a conspiracy to 
murder the deceased (M). His 
codefendant (G) masterminded a 
plan. B was instructed to drive X 
to M's house, so that X could 
shoot him with a gun. B 
maintained that he was uneasy at 
the plan and tried to delay things 
by offering an alternative plan. He 
suggested that he drive X to a 
caravan near M's house. The 
parties agreed. B took X to the 
caravan and left him. X was still 
uncertain about carrying out the 
killing. However, the next 
morning, X was contacted by 
another co-accused (Y) who 
relayed a message from G. 
Prompted by the message, X 
carried out the murder. X then 
went back to the caravan and 
placed the gun and cartridges 
under the mattress. Thereafter, B 
helped to dispose of the gun and 
cartridges used to commit the 
offence. He also assisted X and 
two others by allowing them to 
clean themselves up at his home 
after they had moved M's body 
and by destroying the tea towels 
which they had used to clean their 
hands

***the liability of the accessory 
derives from that of the principal 
=> liability of accessory triggered 
only when principal performs 
conduct elements of the actus 
reus of the offence in question;  

B had knowingly transported X 
with a concealed gun to a caravan 
close to where M lived and had 
arranged for X to stay there as a 
safe house in wait for an 
opportune moment to kill M. 
Although M was shot 13 hours 
later, that did not negative the 
causation between B's assistance 
and X shooting M. It did not 
matter that X had not fully made 
up his mind about shooting M. 
B's change to the original plan 
was no more than a different 
method adopted by agreement 
towards the same end. In addition, 
there was no intervening event 
that diverted or hindered the 
execution of that plan. Those 
facts led to the conclusion that B 
had assisted X. 

The liability of a secondary party 
was derived from that of the 
perpetrator. Only after proof that 
the perpetrator committed the 
substantive offence did the 
ingredients of secondary liability 
fall to be considered, including 
consideration of the separate 
mens rea required for secondary 
liability. To establish liability, all 
that was required was for the 
secondary party to have foreseen 
that there was a real possibility 
that an offence would be 
committed by the person whom 
he had assisted. 

R v A, B, C and D [2010] EWCA 
Crim 1622

C organised for D, B, and A to 
beat up V; the plan was not to use 
weapons and they did beat up V 
without weapons. V died from the 
effects of the combined attack. A, 
B and D convicted of murder at 
first instance and C convicted of 
accessory to murder. 

A, B, and D convicted of 
manslaughter on appeal on 
account of the fact that they could 
not be sure that their actions 
would amount to GBH or death. if 
the principal cannot be shown to 
have convicted murder => C 
cannot be convicted of murder 
themselves because C’s liability 
derives from the offence 
committed by the principals.
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